
Equipment D6 / Mandalorian Iron Chain Vest

Model: Mandalorian Iron Chain Vest

Type: Personal Armour

Game effects:

         +1D vs Physical Damage

         +2D vs Energy Damage

         Beskar:

                  Beskar, also known as Mandalorian steel, was an

alloy used in Mandalorian armor, notable for its high tolerance

to extreme forms of damage. The metal was durable enough

to withstand a direct blaster shot, and could repel lightsaber strikes

Description: A shirt of beskar chainmail was created for Grogu by the Armorer, on the commission of the

Mandalorian bounty hunter Din Djarin in the years after the Galactic Civil War. After receiving the armor

from Luke Skywalker, Grogu was presented with a choice of choosing the armor or Yoda's second

lightsaber, symbolizing the path of a Jedi or giving into his attachment and returning to Din Djarin.

Ultimately, Grogu chose the chainmail and decided to return to Din Djarin.

History

The armor was crafted by the Armorer at the request of Din Djarin around 9 ABY and was forged from

Djarin's Beskar spear. It was then wrapped and prepared as a gift for Djarin to bring to Grogu. When

Djarin arrived to greet Grogu, he was prevented from doing so by Ahsoka Tano. Tano took the gift and

later passed it on to Luke Skywalker, who presented the armor as part of a choice to Grogu. Grogu would

then decide whether or not to choose the armor and giving in to the attachment, or the lightsaber of Yoda

and the path of a Jedi. Luke also advised that it will take Grogu many years to train in the Force, and that

he may never see Din again due to the difference in the lifespans of Yoda's species and Humans. 
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